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The plunger locked points at the Down end of Gembrook photographed during the February SRS meeting. Plunger locked points were
once common on the Victorian Railways, but the gradual abolition of mechanical signalling, and the closure of crossing stations, has
whittled the number of installations down. The essence of a set of plunger locked points is a hand operated facing point lock which is wire
locked by the arrival home signal. In this view the facing point lock (plunger lock) is in the centre of the picture, with the hand (foot) lever
operating the plunger to the left. A catch is provided to secure the plunger in or out. Behind the plunger lever is the hatchet detector in
the wire run from the quadrant and the home signal. When the signal is cleared, the detector locks the points normal and the plunger
in. Hatchet detectors were invented by H. Raynar Wilson and first used on the UK Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway - an almost
identical detector is illustrated in Raynar Wilson�s book Mechanical Railway Signalling. How and why they came to the Victorian
Railways is unknown.
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MINUTES OF MEETING HELD FRIDAY FEBRUARY 19, 2010,
AT THE GEMBROOK RAILWAY STATION, GEMBROOK, VICTORIA

Present: - Wilfrid Brook, Glenn Cumming, Graeme Dunn, Michael Formaini, Ray Gomerski, Chris Gordon, Bill
Johnston, Chris King, Tony Kociuba, Keith Lambert, Laurie Savage, Peter Silva, Andrew Waugh,
Andrew Wheatland and  Bramley White.

Apologies: - Vance Findlay, Judy Gordon, David Langley, Steve Malpass, Tom Murray, Greg O�Flynn, Brian Sherry,
Roderick Smith, Stuart Turnbull and Bob Whitehead.

Visitors: - Catherine Gordon & Daughter.
Approximately one million mosquitoes.
The Vice - President, Mr. Bill Johnston, took the chair & opened the meeting @ approximately 19:00
hours, and welcomed everybody to the Gembrook Railway Station.

General Business: - The February 2010 meeting consisted entirely of a visit to the Puffing Billy Railway locations at
Gembrook, Cockatoo and Lakeside.
Under the guidance of PBR Signalling Manager (and SRSV member) Andrew Wheatland, Members
inspected the signalling equipment at Gembrook.  Andrew provided a description of the workings of
the yard along with demonstrations of the operation of the Annett locks, hand plunger locks and home
signals.
At Cockatoo, Members inspected the level crossing and Upper Quadrant signal at the Down end of the
yard.  The operation of the equipment was explained and demonstrated.  A demonstration of the remote
operation of the level crossing equipment by track trolleys and track machines was provided.
At Lakeside, a feature of the inspection was the demonstration of the five lever frame.  The collection of
home signals, hand plunger locks and Annett locks were inspected.  The wig-wag signal, interlocked
relay and motorised pedestrian gates were demonstrated.
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With darkness closing in, the decision was made to conclude the evening�s activities.
No other business was transacted during the meeting.
At the conclusion of the visit, the Vice - President thanked Andrew Wheatland for making all the
arrangements for the evening and for acting as our guide during the tour.
Meeting closed at approximately 21:15 hours.
The next meeting will be on Friday 19 March, 2010 at the Surrey Hills Neighbourhood Centre, Bedford
Avenue, Surrey Hill, commencing at 20:00 hours (8.00pm).

MINUTES OF 2009 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD FRIDAY MARCH 20, 2009,
AT THE SURREY HILLS NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE, 1 BEDFORD AVENUE, SURREY HILLS

Present: - Jim Black, Wilfrid Brook, Graeme Cleak, Glenn Cumming, Graeme Dunn, Vance Findlay, Michael
Formaini, Ray Gomerski, Bill Johnston, Keith Lambert, David Langley, Steve Malpass, Bruce McCurry,
Trevor Penn, Brian Sherry, Laurie Savage, Colin Rutledge, Andrew Waugh, Andrew Wheatland, Bob
Whitehead and Ray Williams.

Apologies: - Mark Bau, Jon Churchward, Brett Cleak, Chris Gordon, Judy Gordon, Chris King, Tom Murray, Greg
O�Flynn, Peter Silva & Stuart Turnbull.
The President, Mr. David Langley, took the chair & opened the meeting @ 20:04 hours.

Minutes of the 2008 Annual General Meeting: -  Accepted as published (in two parts - March 2008 and May 2008).  Bill
Johnston / Steve Malpass.  Carried.

Business Arising: - Nil.
President�s Report: - The President, David Langley, presented the President�s Report to the meeting.

Where does time go?    Another year has passed and another round of signal boxes abolished including
Spencer Street No 1.   Hard to imagine eh?
I don�t actually lie in bed and think what the society has achieved but a real question must be - what has
the society achieved?  I believe that we play a very important role in the history of railways in Victoria
and perhaps even Australia, we are recording the signalling changes. Others record the changes to
traffic, rolling stock and perhaps even business structures but we are recording the history of signalling
and safeworking.  Without signalling and safeworking the railway would be a rather dangerous place to
work in so by maintaining and improving the signalling and safeworking, the railway is keeping its
corporate head above water, keeping the wolf from the door so to speak.
And we are recording the changes as they come to pass.  We are very lucky that we have the Weekly
Notice - born 1894 and still going strong - to form the basis of our work but it�s the observations of the
members of the SRSV that fill in the gaps, explain the detail of the changes.  Perhaps in the future our
records may be useful in showing just what we have learnt from the past and how we got to where we
are.  Perhaps we may help the companies that are entrusted with the progress of signalling to under-
stand where we have come from and how we got here.
To that end I urge all members to keep your eyes open and commit to paper the details of change so that
we can keep our end of the history recording.  More so than ever in these days of supposed commercial
confidentiality etc., we need to keep recording the changes and I very much value these meetings where
members can enlighten us on what is happening and the minutes can duly record history in the making.
Others hopefully are recording the history of rolling stock, infrastructure and services but the signalling
is in good hands.  To this end I thank those who regularly report at each meeting items and happenings
that they have seen.
One method of disseminating information is the societies journal �Somersault�.  The very place for
historical articles as well as placing on record the everyday happenings. Remember it is the everyday
happenings that are tomorrows history.  I urge you all to support �Somersault� by contributing any-
thing of interest, even if it is just a couple of photographs with informed captions if not articles. This
would reassure the Editor that his work is valued.  I certainly value �Somersault�, now in its 32nd year,
which from its humble beginnings in May 1978, has now become a valuable historical record.  I wonder
how many journals with such a narrow focus have lasted so long.
Societies like the SRSV do not run themselves and thus we are eternally in debt to the various members
entrusted with the onerous business of keeping the society incorporated a few steps in front of the
regulators.  Thank you to Glenn our Secretary for that mammoth job of keeping the paperwork in order,
Peter our Treasurer for keeping the money working hard, Bill our Vice President for standing in for
your President at times and also for organising the syllabus items, and finally Wilfrid and Steve our
Committee Members for voicing their opinions at our electronic committee meetings.  Also thank you
to Andrew for expertly editing �Somersault� again for another 12 months and to Jon Churchward for
auditing the accounts.
Finally it falls to me to thank the Members of the society for attending meetings and supporting tours
thus giving the Committee a feeling of having done something worthwhile.
I move the report.
David Langley, President.
David Langley / Andrew Waugh.  Carried.
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Treasurer�s Report: - In the absence of the Treasurer Peter Silva, Glenn Cumming tabled the Profit and Loss Statement,
the Balance Sheet and the Treasurer�s Report for the year ended 31 December 2008.
The Society had another successful year financially with a surplus of $897.71.
While this is somewhat reduced from the previous year�s $1081.11, this reduction is acceptable in the
context of the Society�s commitments and reserves.
Consequently it was recommended to the SRSV Committee that Membership for 2009 remains at $26.00
and the cost of Signalling Record remains $47.00.
Peter Silva, Treasurer
Glenn Cumming provided additional comments.
Motion:  That the Treasurer�s report is received and adopted.
Glenn Cumming / Graeme Dunn.  Carried.
There were no questions and no further discussion.

Auditor�s Report: -  In the absence of The Auditor, Jon Churchward, the Secretary tabled the Auditor�s Report.
Motion:  That the Auditor�s Report be accepted.
Colin Rutledge / Vance Findlay.  Carried.
There were no questions and no further discussion.

Tours Report: -  The Tours Officer, Glenn Cumming, presented his report.
No signal box tour was conducted during the year 2008.
Regrettably, this is the second year in a row that the society was unable to arrange a tour for its Mem-
bers.
It was again planned to visit Wodonga �A� Signal Box and Wodonga Coal Sidings Signal Box during
2008, however Officers at V/Line Regional Network and Access would not consider any suggestion
about inspecting safeworking locations. The final piece of correspondence from V/Line Regional
Network and Access advised that the Public Relations Department at V/Line Passenger could organise
tours of �areas normally available to the public�. I am guessing that this might mean a tour of Platform
8 South at Spencer Street Station. A very sad state of affairs.
It is still intended that the SRSV will operate tours, of some shape and type, for the Members of the SRSV
at some stage in the future.
My thanks to Members for their support in this matter.
The Tours Officer always welcomes suggestions & comments regarding the conduct of SRSV tours,
especially ideas for future tours.
Glenn Cumming, Tours Officer.
Andrew Waugh / Bill Johnston.  Carried.
Membership Report: -   The Membership Officer, Glenn Cumming, tabled the Membership Report.
Type 2008 2007 Movement
V 70 65 +5
K 28 31 - 3
N 1 1 -
KL 3 3 -
VH 3 4 - 1
Total 105 104 +1
Analysis of Movement
Additions: - Mark Bau (V), Michael Formaini (V), Chris King (V), David Stosser (V), James Wells (V),
Jonathon West (V)
Non Renewals: - John Barnes (K), Frank Strik (K), Graeme Inglis (V), Geoff Tasker (V)
Transfers: - Tony Hutchins (K - V)
Glenn Cumming, Membership Officer.
Steve Malpass / Laurie Savage.  Carried.

Editorial Report: -  The Editor, Andrew Waugh, presented the Editor�s Report to the meeting.
Six issues were distributed to Members.  Major articles covered signalling histories of Moorabbin,
Highett, Bay Road, and Cheltenham, a general history of No 1 Box, electric staff working at Somerville
in 1990.  Other articles covered the introduction of interlocking in 1876, Serviceton in 1889, and Macleod.
The Editor would like to apologise for the late running of several issues.  This was caused by competing
priorities, a problem unlikely to be solved anytime soon.
Once more, I would like to ask for short (or long) articles on signalling for the magazine.  A stock of
articles makes it easier to produce the magazine!
The Editor would also be interested in any suggestions for topics to be covered in Somersault in future.
Andrew Waugh, Editor.
Wilfrid Brook / Michael Formaini.  Carried.
Contributions to �Somersault� were discussed with a request to assist the Editor wherever possible. Bill
Johnston thanked Andrew Waugh for his efforts in editing and producing �Somersault� for the SRSV
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and moved a vote of thanks to Andrew Waugh.  Motion seconded by David Langley and carried with
acclamation.

Archives Report: - David Langley presented the Archives Report.
Little progress took place in 2008. Plans are in place for the future of the Archives but assistance is
required.
A vandalism attack has resulted in one of the external doors being boarded up.
Offers of assistance with the archives collection are always welcome.
David Langley.
David Langley / Bob Whitehead.  Carried.

Market Street Report: -  In the absence of Peter Silva, Bill Johnston presented the Market Street Project Report.
The Market Street Project continues to make progress.  A decision on the future of the main truss is
awaiting an assessment by engineers. The signal arm carriers are being prepared for painting. Addi-
tional assistance for this project is required.
Bill Johnston, Market Street Sub - Committee
Bill Johnston / Steve Malpass.  Carried.

Elections: - The President, David Langley, stepped down from the chair and the meeting invited Bill Johnston to
chair the meeting for the election of the new Committee.
The following written nomination was received: -
Treasurer: - Peter Silva, nominated by Glenn Cumming and seconded by David Langley.
There being no further nominations, the nominee was declared duly elected to the position.
The following verbal nominations were received at the meeting: -
President: - David Langley, nominated by Bob Whitehead and seconded by Laurie Savage.
Vice President: - Bill Johnston, nominated by Bob Whitehead and seconded by Andrew Waugh.
Secretary: - Glenn Cumming, nominated by Andrew Wheatland and seconded by Wilfrid Brook.
Committeeman: - Wilfrid Brook nominated by Bill Johnston and seconded by Trevor Penn.
Committeeman: - Steve Malpass nominated by Bill Johnston and seconded by Trevor Penn.
There being no further nominations, all nominees were declared duly elected to the position.

General Business: - Election of Auditor.  Moved Brian Sherry, seconded Andrew Wheatland, that Jon Churchward be
appointed as Auditor of the SRSV for 2009.  Carried.
Meeting closed @ 20:36hrs.

The March 2009Annual General Meeting was followed by the March 2009Ordinary Meeting.

SIGNALLING ALTERATIONS

The following alterations were published in WN 51/09 to WN 3/10 and ETRB A circulars. The alterations have been
edited to conserve space. Dates in parenthesis are the dates of publication, which may not be the date of the alteration.

21.12.2009 Ouyen - Cowangi - Panitya (SW 184/09, WN 1)
From 1800 hours, Monday, 21.12., the Ouyen - Cowangi and Cowangi - Panitya Train Staffs were re-
stored to use. Staff Tickets are not used, and the Train Staff Ticket Boxes for the two sections will not be
restored. The Cowangi - Panitya Train Staff will normally be held at Ouyen and when it is necessary for
a train to operate beyond Cowangi, the Signaller at Ouyen and the Train Controller are to arrange for
the train crew to transfer the Staff from Ouyen. TON 469/08 is cancelled.

10.01.2010 Blackburn - Nunawading - Mitcham (SW 1/10, WN 51)
Between 1310 hours Friday, 1.1., and 0400 hours Sunday, 10.1., the Up and Down lines will be slued to
run through the new station and underneath Springvale Road. The level crossing (20.946 km) and
pedestrian crossing at the Up end of the old platforms (21.027 km) were abolished. Automatics L635 and
L640 will be abolished. Automatics L630 and L637 will be provided.
The previous arrangements at Blackburn and Mitcham were reverted to, with the exception that Down
Home Post 26 at Mitcham will remain a home signal.
Diagram 57/09 (Blackburn - Ringwood) replaced 55/09.
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(19.01.2010) Melbourne Operations Terminal (SW 1/10, WN 2)
Stop Board 7 (previously applying to broad gauge movements from the Appleton Dock line towards the
North Lead) has been replaced by a new Stop Board 7 located 85 metres in the Down direction and will
apply to both broad and standard gauge movements from the Appleton Dock line. The new board is red
with white lettering.
The following alterations were announced in SW 188/09.
Stop Boards A and B have been relocated in the Up direction towards the E Gate access road and are pole
mounted. Stop Board A will apply to standard gauge movements from Nos 1 and 2 Roads in the Mel-
bourne Operations Terminal towards the South Lead. Stop Board B will apply to standard gauge move-
ments from No 3 Road in the Melbourne Operations Terminal towards the South Lead.
Stop Board 5 has been provided opposite the hand operated derail at the Up end of the Empty Returns or
Annex Siding. It will apply to broad gauge movements from the Empty Returns or Annex Siding
towards the North Lead.
Operating Procedure 132 (West Tower Procedures) was reissued. Amend Diagram 47/09 (Moonee Ponds
Creek).

21.01.2010 Moonee Ponds Creek Junction - West Footscray (SW 2/10, 3/10, 4/10, 5/10, 7/10, 8/10, & 9/10, WN 2, 3)
On Thursday, 21.1., the SIA �Missing Link� was commissioned. The standard gauge chord (W Track)
between North Dynon Junction and South Dynon Junction was converted to dual gauge to provide
broad gauge access from North Dynon Junction to the future North Dock Lead adjacent to the Appleton
Dock line. South Dynon Junction was extensively re-arranged.
ARTC standard gauge line between Moonee Ponds Creek Junction and Tottenham Junction is controlled
by the ARTC Melbourne Metro Train Controller located at Mile End. Broad gauge movements between
South Kensington and Sims St Junction, broad and standard gauge yard movements at North Dynon and
South Dynon yards, and broad gauge movements at West Footscray are controlled by the V/Line
Brooklyn Loop Train Controller.
North Dynon Junction
A broad gauge Crossover 101 was provided to allow broad gauge trains access to the dual guage W
Track (this Crossover was secured normal at the conclusion of the commissioning). Down Home
DYN104 was replaced by a new ground mast located in the Up direction and the signal bridge was
abolished. Dwarf DYN106 was replaced by a Home signal with the same number. Route indicators were
provided on Dwarf DYN102. Dwarfs DYN102 & DYN110, and Home DYN112 were equipped with LED
heads.
Control of the points and signals at North Dynon Junction was partially transferred to the ARTC
Melbourne Metro Train Controller. The ARTC Controller will work Crossover 101, Points 103, and
Dwarf DYN110. The V/Line Controller will work Points 87, 91, and 95, Homes DYN88, DYN96, and
DYN112, and Dwarfs DYN90, DYN92, DYN 94, and DYN98. Dwarfs DYN90 and DYN94 are released by
the ARTC Train Controller. The ARTC Controller will work Home DYN106 for standard gauge moves
(to North Dynon Yard or the Agents Siding) and Home DYN104 for broad gauge moves to South Dynon
Junction. The V/Line Controller will work Home DYN106 for broad gauge moves towards South
Kensington, and Home DYN104 for broad gauge moves towards Sims St Junction.
Walkways over the Dynon Road bridge will not be completed for some time. Consequently the V/Line
Train Controller is to signal shunting locomotives to beyond DYN112 to allow crews to use the tempo-
rary walkways there to reverse ends.
South Dynon Junction
The track and signals at South Dynon Junction were extensively re-arranged. The new dual-gauge line
forms the access to the Melbourne Freight Terminal and then crosses over the realigned standard gauge
main line west of Dock Link Road and leads toward the future North Dock Lead.
The ARTC Melbourne Metro controller works the points and signals at South Dynon, except that the V/
Line Brooklyn Loop controller works the signals in the Melbourne Freight Centre as described below.
The connections to the Loco Provisioning Centre were rearranged to become two leads off W Track.
Dwarfs DYN114 and DYN114P were abolished. Points 107D were abolished and Points 107U were
renumbered 113. New Derail 115 and Dwarf DYN116 were provided in the lead from the Loco
Provisioning Centre Tracks 1 and 2. New Points 117/Derail 117 and Dwarf DYN118 were provided in
the lead from the Loco Provisioning Centre Tracks 3 to 6. Points 115 and 117 will self normalise to
normal after the passage of the signalled train, and also if the points are reversed but no signal is cleared
over them within 45 seconds. The self normalisation function may be disabled by applying a blocking
command. Points 115 and 117 can be locked out by using push-buttons located in a cabinet at DYN118.
�Locking� the points prevents the ARTC controller from reversing the points. Separate lock and unlock
buttons are provided for Points 115 and 117. Dwarf DYN108 was replaced by new Home DYN114. Dwarf
DYN134 was replaced by new Home DYN120. The dead end Shunting Neck and Points 135 were abol-
ished.
A new connection to the Melbourne Freight Terminal (Points 111) was provided. New Dwarfs DYN236
and DYN236P were provided. New Derails 235 were provided to provide rollout protection from the
Melbourne Freight Terminal. Dwarf DYN126 was renumbered DYN234. The V/Line Brooklyn Loop
controller works Dwarfs DYN204 to DYN226 (inclusive) controlling moves from the Melbourne Freight
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Terminal Tracks 1 to 12, and Dwarfs DYN236 and DYN236P controlling entry into the Melbourne
Freight Terminal.
The existing connection to the Wagon Maintenance Centre (Points 139/Derail 139) was relocated and
renumbered 123. Dwarf DYN154 was replaced by a new Dwarf DYN124. Points 123 cannot be reversed
until they are released by the terminal operator at the Centre using a release located at the points.
The connection to the Melbourne Operations Terminal was relocated and is now worked by Points 125/
Derail 125. Points 119 were abolished. Dwarf DYN156 was replaced by DYN126. The Greensill Lead
(Crossover 127) was converted to dual guage. New Home DYN142 was provided on the east side of
Dock Link Road on the new dual gauge line.
Crossover 121 was renumbered 137. Crossover 123 was relocated eastwards and renumbered 133. New
Crossover 129 was provided.
Working of South Dynon Junction
Before signalling movements into the Melbourne Freight Terminal, the ARTC Melbourne Metro
controller must contact the Pacific National yard supervisor to ensure that the movement can be ac-
cepted. The ARTC controller must then advise the V/Line Brooklyn Loop controller of the movement
who will clear Dwarf DYN236/236P. The ARTC controller can then signal the movement. When a
movement from the Melbourne Freight Terminal needs to enter onto the main lines, the yard supervi-
sor must contact the V/Line Brooklyn Loop controller and provide details of the movement. If the
movement is a departing train, the train crew must contact the ARTC Melbourne Metro controller to
provide train details. The V/Line and ARTC controllers must then liaise to signal the movement.
Movements between the main line and the Pacific National Melbourne Operations Terminal are ar-
ranged by the ARTC Melbourne Metro controller and the Pacific National shunt driver or terminal
operator. Prior to signalling a train into the terminal the ARTC controller must obtain permission from
the shunt driver or terminal operator. Prior to a train departing from the terminal, the train crew must
contact the ARTC controller and provide the train details.
Operating Procedures 10 (Dynon Area Procedure), 11 ( North Dynon and South Dynon operation of
Points and Signals) were reissued. Diagrams 65/09 (South Kensington), 67/09 (South Dynon) replaced
41/09 and 29/09 respectively. Subsequently Diagrams 1/10 (Moonee Ponds Creek) and 3/10 (South
Dynon) replaced 47/09 and 29/09 (sic) respectively.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

only be cleared if, for example, the arrival and departure
homes on No 1 Road were both at clear. Since this must
have been a very uncommon occurance - all trains changed
engines at Serviceton, and few trains ran through - the
distants were probably effectively fixed and most eastbound
trains would have stopped at the distant and crawled into
the platform. This was probably the reason for the DS�s
complaint.

Both distants were fitted with yellow arms and lights
on 28 December 1928 as part of the Victorian program to
convert all distants (except those on the same post as a
home signal). The eastbound distant, however, was con-
verted back to a red arm and light between 1942 and 1944.
In the 1948 SAR General Appendix (amended in 1951) the
South Australian Railways felt it necessary to specifically
instruct their train crews that Rule 144 applied at the east-
bound distant (i.e. that trains were to stop when the distant
was on).

It appears that in 1948 the locking on both distants were
altered such that each Distant was only released by the
arrival home into No 1 Road. Around 1951 the DS Murray
Bridge requested that the Victorian Railways issue instruc-
tions that the eastbound distant was to be operated. On 26
November 1952 the eastbound distant was reconverted to
a yellow arm and light.

The Divisional Instructions in the 1973 SAR General
Appendix instructed the SA crews that the eastbound dis-
tant displayed clear and caution indications. The caution
indication was a yellow light at night and �when the cau-
tion indication is displayed, a train may pass such signal
without stopping but at Low Speed�. It is possible that this
special instruction had been in force since 1952.

There are a million stories in the city, and this was just
part of one...

Trevor Penn has written regarding the eastbound distant
at Serviceton (i.e. for movements from South Australia).
He first invites comments from SRS members re the aspect
names of the distant. The 1929 SAR Rulebook defines a
distant semaphore signal as displaying a clear or a stop
signal. It was provided with a red fishtailed arm, and
showed a red light when at Stop (Rules 363/4). Trevor asks
whether eastbound trains stoped at the signal.

In 1981 this distant was �fixed� with the operating wire
removed, although the post still had the weight and push
rods. Trevor asks when was the distant fixed.

In the 1929 SAR Rulebook, Rule 360 governed observance
of a distant signal at stop: �When a �Distant� signal indi-
cates �Stop�, the train must stop at such signal and then
proceed immediately at Low Speed.� This rule was un-
changed in the 1947 Rulebook, though the rule was now
Rule 144.

In November 1926 the Ballarat District Superintendent
at Ballarat reported that the SAR enginemen treated the Up
distant as a stop signal and requested that the SA divisional
superindent be requested to issue a special exemption to
bring the working into line with Victorian practice. This
request was initially declined by the Victorian Superin-
tendent of Goods Train Services on the grounds that the SA
drivers would be working under two systems which could
cause confusion. After pressure from the DS, the SA au-
thorities were duly asked in December 1926 to issue an
exemption and this was formally refused in January 1927.
So, at this time, eastbound trains stopped at the distant
when at stop.

The locking sketch at this time shows that the distant
signals were locked to the common Victorian practice of
being released by all of the Home signals in advance on
either No 1 or No 2 Road. So the eastbound distant could
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THE INNER CIRCLE

NORTH CARLTON TO NORTH FITZROY AND FITZROY

(Continued from Somersault Vol 33 No 1)

Now we have two views of North Fitzroy station. ABOVE. This picture is taken from the Nicholson street level crossing
looking east towards the Rae Street level crossing. The dilapidated condition of the station is quite evident, but that is to
be expected considering passenger traffic ceased 15 years before this photo was taken in 1963. The station buildings at
both here and North Carlton had been converted for residential use and the �backyard fences� can be seen near the
platform edges. However there was still a bit of goods traffic with a daily Fitzroy goods which on Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays also ran to Reservoir. On Mondays and Wednesdays the Reservoir was a separate train with the Wednes-
day train going right through to Thomastown.  BELOW. This picture is taken from Rae Street and looks towards North
Carlton. Careful observation will reveal another tram about to use the crossing.
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ABOVE. Now we are looking east from the platforms showing Rae Street level crossing, North Fitzroy A Box, and
Brunswick Street level crossing. Both sets of interlocked gates were worked from North Fitzroy A Box. The signal box
was originally known as the Rae Street signal box, and then North Fitroy B until 1906 when it became North Fitzroy
A due to the clossure of the original box at Nicholson St. Two parallel single lines continued eastward from North Fitzroy
A box to the Reservior line at Northcote Loop Junction. The leftmost line (looking east) was known as the Country Line
and was used by trains travelling towards Reservior and Whittlesea. The rightmost line was the Suburban Line and
was used by electric trains travelling towards Clifton Hill. Signal post No 32 on the left (cleverly situated behind the
overhead structure) carries four arms and three disc signals�the left hand doll applying from the Down platform (No
2 road) and the other doll from the Up platform. The top arms applied to the Country Line whilst the lower arms applied
to the Suburban line. The discs were from left to right-No 2 to Sidings A and B, No 2 road to Fitzroy and No 1 road to
Fitzroy. There was no signal for moves from No 1 road to the sidings. BELOW: A copy of the box diagram for 1956 and
it shows the layout as it pretty much was from the changes in the 1930�s until interlocking was removed in 1965. In the
far distance on the right is that curious building standing in the vee of the line to Northcote Loop Junction and Fitzroy
that will be better seen in later pictures. ABOVE RIGHT: A view of North Fitzroy A Box and Rae Street gates from
Brunswick Street level crossing. The wall on the right is the North Fitzroy sub-station. In the foreground is a splendid
example of a delta crossover (popularly referred to as a scissors) and because of the bi-directional running in the area all
point ends were provided with a facing point lock with  attendant lock bar. The lock bars at this end can clearly be seen
along with the rodded connection in the four foot between the two lock bars numbered 19 which locked points 18 seen
here and points 20 behind us which led to the goods yard. Reference to the box diagram will show the layout. In the left
foreground can be seen a train stop and this was part of the Lever Locking and Track Control system provided in 1932
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on the Suburban line between North Fitzroy A and Northcote Loop Junction. I can�t explain at the moment just why it
was here as the controlling signals onto the single line were on Post 32 at Rae Street but it might have had something
to do with not wishing an electric train to be signalled towards Fitzroy. BELOW: This shot is taken lookin east from
Brunswick Street level crossing. In the foreground can be seen the junction to the Fitzroy line. John is looking down the
Suburban line, with the Country line to the  left, and the two roads of the goods yard beyond. The rather bleak and forlorn
goods yard seems unused and probably had been little used for some years, the main goods yard for the area being
Fitzroy.
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Two views looking westward towards North Fitzroy. ABOVE. This picture is looking along the Suburban line with the
Fitzroy branch to the left. BELOW. The lower picture is taken in the goods yard adjacent to the leg of the signal bridge.
The turnout in Siding A was once a three-way turnout. The removed siding ran across Brunswick Street into the sub-
station using the doorway that is visible. The Weekly Notice says that the sub-station siding, leading off Siding A, was
provided in Dec 1915 and so we can assume that the sub-station building was provided at about the same time. This, of
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course, was well before electrification reached
North Fitzroy in 1921 but we do know that the
electrification programme was slowed by the ad-
vent of the Great War. The odd location of the
goods shed is clearly seen. It is not known if this
was its original location, but, of course, goods sheds
were not usually provided at inner city locations.
LEFT: A close up view of the signal bridge looking
towards North Fitzroy. This bridge dates from 1932
when the Lever Locking & Track Control system
was provided on the Suburban line. It replaced a
three doll bracket post No 34 which carried the
arrival signals from the Fitzroy, Suburban, and
Country lines for North Fitzroy A. The disc from
Fitzroy is numbered 34 and the post on the signal
bridge are from left posts 35C, 35B, 35A and 35 -
Post 35 was the number of the Fitzroy line distant
signal abolished with these changes. The arms on
the bridge facing us are (left) Home signal from
Suburban line to No 1 road and the Calling-on
towards No 1 road. The other post has the home
and calling-on arms from the Country Line to No
1 road. The calling-on arms were provided when
the Nicholson Street electric trams commenced
running as the home signals were now controlled
by C Box as outer home signals. The calling-on
arms were necessary to avoid having to stop tram
traffic in Nicholson Street for shunting moves, the
controlling levers for the home signals at C Box
being interlocked with the gates. BELOW LEFT:
The reverse view of the signal bridge. The two
arms facing us are the outer home signals for St.
George�s Road and apply along the Country and
Suburban lines. The arm for the Country line has
a calling-on arm beneath it and this has been pro-
vided for the same reasons as the other two. It
permits shunting moves towards St. George�s
Road without the busy tram service having to stop.
In order to protect the 600v tramway overhead
from an over-running suburban train, these outer
home signals were deemed necessary. Note there
is no calling-on beneath the Suburban line home
signal because there were no shunting moves along
that line.
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ABOVE: This view is looking along the North Fitzroy Goods Sidings. The connections from the sidings to the Country
line were worked from a two lever ground frame located on the south side of the Suburban lines opposite the far end
turnout. Unfortunately this frame was not noticed by John and so went un-photographed. The unusual building in the
vee of the Northcote Loop and Fitzroy lines can be clearly seen and the opening on the track side reminds me of similar
features of some country stations where the waiting area was located. Closer inspection shows this opening to be
boarded up suggesting perhaps that a part of the building had been removed�maybe done when the Suburban line was
extended past Parkside Street Junction�an earlier name for the signal box that preceded North Fitroy B�and into
North Fitzroy proper. The re-arrangements to the tracks and signalling at St. George�s Rd/Parkside Street Jcn area is
quite complex and won�t be covered here but suffice to say the Whittlesea line was double track from North Fitzroy to
Middle Northcote from opening, with a junction at Parkside St Junction to the single line to Clifton Hill. When the
Northcote Loop Line opened, the Whittlesea line was singled between Northcote Loop Jcn and St. George�s Road.
BELOW: This view shows the Fitzroy line curving away from the Northcote Loop line and in the distance can be seen
the hand gates over Parkside Street (now known as Park Street). The first signal box in the area�Parkside Street
Junction�was originally located about where that white house is located and worked the junctions of the lines to Clifton
Hill and Fitzroy. It also worked the gates on the Fitzroy line at Parkside Street. At that time only the Clifton Hill and
Fitzroy lines existed although the Whittlesea line came along less than a year later. By 1896 it was deemed necessary to
interlock the gates at St. George�s Road and to facilitate this the signal box appears to have been moved to a spot adjacent
to St� George�s Road but diagonally opposite North Fitzroy B box in our pictures.
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LEFT and BELOW LEFT. These
enlargements of portions of larger
images are  the only views we are
going to get of North Fitzroy B Box,
located at St Georges Road, as John
didn�t venture any further in that
direction. The bracket post on the
left�No 36�has a home signal for
the Country and Suburban lines
and under the left hand arm is the
distant signal for Northcote Loop
Junction for the Country Line.
These home signals were also con-
trolled by the Bennett Street gate-
keeper from 1941. The post on the
far side of the gates�Post 37� also
carries a home signal for each line
and under each arm is the distant
signal for North Fitzroy A Box for
the respective lines. It is interest-
ing to note that signal details on
the lithos do not mention �Up� or
�Down� for this end of North
Fitzroy. The signals are merely
shown for either the �Country� or
�Suburban� line. North Fitzroy B
signal box can be seen on the left
beyond the gates and even further
beyond we can see the home sig-
nals�posts 38 and 39�which
from 1941 were also controlled from
Bennett Street gates. The box dia-
gram for North Fitzroy B is BE-
LOW and is dated 1932. The con-
trol of the homes on posts 36, 38
and 39 came on 13 February 1941.
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ABOVE: As we venture along the Fitzroy branch line we come to Parkside Street gates which�as has already been
mentioned�were once interlocked. The picture shows that the former interlocked gates complete with their cast iron
columns were retained as hand worked gates after the changes in 1906 when the 48 lever signal box at St. George�s Road
was replaced by the �gate� box shown in our pictures. The length of the gates is explained by the fact that the Fitzroy
line was originally double track to Scotchmer Street (or was it Scotchmere St�the railway interlocking sketch shows the
latter and I have seen other references to the latter spelling) until 1895.  BELOW: A little further towards Fitzroy we
come to the St. George�s Road gates, which have always been hand operated even though they are of the interlocked type.
Suburban trains operated to Fitzroy until May 1892 and the double line lingered on even after Feb 1895 when ithe
signal box at Scotchmere Street was removed.
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ABOVE: A closer view of the Fitzroy line level crossing at St. George�s Road. The gates hang from wooden columns but
are still quite lengthy reflecting the wide roadway and the double track railway alignment. On the left is an example of
one of those wooden advertising hoardings that proliferated in the inner Melbourne area and were seen on platforms as
well as at other prominent locations like here. The odd structure on the right hand side of the line is a sawdust hopper
atop a loading shed. Timber yards had these to deal with the problem of sawdust. The sawdust was literally �vacuumed�
up and via that pipe on the left of the hopper stored in the hopper until a road truck backed in and took it away. Butcher�s
shops were a prolific user of sawdust on their floors and I seem to recall that nobody ever suffered because it was used
but not today. BELOW: The level crossing at Scotchmer Street looking towards Fitzroy. The double line ended about
where we are standing and the signal box containing 10 levers stood on our left. I wonder if signal box archaeologists
could find any relics of that period. The locking sketch shows that all levers were working�four signals, gate wheel and
stops, two wicket gates, one turnout and a lock bar.
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Here are four shots taken along the Fitzroy line
proceeding southwards towards Fitzroy station..
TOP LEFT is at Scotchmere Street and shows
some signs including the traditional railway cross-
ing sign and red triangle at what today are known
as �passive� crossings (formerly known as �non-
electrically protected� crossings).  TOP RIGHT is
the level crossing at Alfred Crescent and beyond
here the line entered the Edinburgh Gardens for
the last few chains to Fitzroy.  BOTTOM LEFT
shows the line about to straighten up after cross-
ing a pedestrian pathway in the vicinity of the
Ladies Bowling Club. Across the park to the west
is the Fitzroy Bowling Club located on the curve of
the roadway where Brunswick Street becomes St.
George�s Road. In actual fact, careful perusal of
the map will show that both Brunswick St and St.
George's Road continue but as quite minor resi-
dential streets with a tramway. Just south of this
point�and adjacent to Fitzroy station on its west-
ern side�is the Brunswick Street oval, former
home of the VFL Fitzroy Football Club.  BELOW.
We are standing at the entrance to the yard at
Fitzroy which were provided with gates of dubi-
ous quality to keep the riff-raff out. As can be seen
a lot of goods business was dealt with here - mostly
briquettes and timber. This would have also been
the spot where the down home signal stood from
opening until its removal on 15 October 1900.
Since that date, Fitzroy�a very busy goods sta-
tion�had never had cause to worry the signalling
lists of the railway department. RIGHT: Looking
south into Fitzroy yard from the wooden gates
seen in on the previous page. The hemmed in ef-
fect of a busy yard is obvious, as is the foot bridge
in the distance which crossed the yard just on the
north end of the former passenger station.
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RIGHT: This shot is from the footbridge and is looking
north towards North Fitzroy. The yard has always been
of three roads and a plan of the station ground dating
from opening has survived. From that plan we can
ascertain that the track layout shown in these photos is
unchanged from opening except for the removal of a
short dead end siding leading off the middle road to-
wards the buffers stops at Queens Parade. The build-
ings at the top right of the picture are at an angle to the
yard and are alongside the alignment of a siding laid in
for the Fitzroy City Council which opened around Janu-
ary 1921 and closed on 16 May 1934. BELOW. The
view south from the footbridge looking towards the buff-
ers stops. The SEC briquette shed is located on the site
of the passenger station and it is possible that it used
some of the remains of the passenger platform. The
station building was located a little over halfway along
the platform and the plan I have shows a dotted centre
line through the building. Instead of it showing the
marked mileage of the station though, it says that the
dotted line indicates the �Centre Line of Street�. This
probably indicates that Newry Street was directly in
line with the building. A Station-master appears to
have been in charge at Fitzroy from opening right
through until 15 October 1973 when the position was
abolished and the station reverted to caretaker condi-
tions. As the Station-master at North Fitzroy appears
to have been withdrawn in 1965, I have no idea who
supervised Fitzroy. The line lingered on until it was
announced that closure was to be on 11 July 1981,
however, a three week reprieve was granted for some
reason. Final closure came on 31 July 1981 thus bring-
ing to an end the story of this fascinating railway back-
water of inner Melbourne that started life as the main
line to Heidelberg and Whittlesea with a suburban
branch line and ended as a goods yard, its traffic eroded
by road transport and the changing fortunes of the
suburb it served.


